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The Post-Globalization epoch has placed businesses everywhere in new and different competitive situations where 
knowledgeable, effective and efficient behaviour has come to provide the competitive and comparative edge. Enterprises 

have turned to explicit- and even conceptualizing on tacit- Knowledge Management to elaborate a systematic approach to 
develop and sustain the Intellectual Capital needed to succeed. To be able to do that, you have to be able to visualize your 
organization as consisting of nothing but knowledge and knowledge flows, whilst being presented in a graphical and visual 
framework, referred to as automated organizational cartography. Hence, creating the ability of further actively classifying 
existing organizational content evolving from and within data feeds, in an algorithmic manner, potentially giving insightful 
schemes and dynamics by which organizational know-how is visualized. It is discussed and elaborated on most recent and 
applicable definitions and classifications of knowledge management, representing a wide range of views from mechanistic 
(systematic, data driven) to a more socially (psychologically, cognitive/metadata driven) orientated. More elaborate continuum 
models, for knowledge acquisition and reasoning purposes, are being used for effectively representing the domain of information 
that an end user may contain in their decision making process for utilization of available organizational intellectual resources 
(i.e. AUTOCART). In this paper we present likewise an empirical research study conducted previously to try and explore 
knowledge diffusion in a specialist knowledge domain.
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